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To Begin - Our Primary Construction App User*
Job Title & Responsibility: Foreman – on average oversees the management of 8 workers on projects lasting 1 yr**
Sex: Male

Age: Average 45

Education:

High School w/ specialize training in electrical, etc…

Job Experience:

Career experience in construction only
Foreman - Tom Bergman

Company:

Multi-city operation in $500 mil in rev

Device:

PC & cell. In PC once to twice a day. Likes texting so In cell at least 4 times a day.**

Connectivity:

Works from air cards in areas of limiting coverage.

PC Experience:

Expert, Advance, Average, Basic

Mobile Experience:

Expert, Advance, Average - Basic (skills growing at a faster rate then PC)

Location/Setting:
Trailer w/ office for foreman or if in transportation construction a truck with a mounted PC
Light:
Fair
Disruption:
- General: Office in trailer w/neighboring lunch area, high foot traffic,** Q&A**
- Transportation: Few disruptions if door is closed.
Noise:
Exterior noise with daily extremes of machinery.
Physical Constrictions: Work gloves and winter gloves. Exposed to extreme weather conditions. Light can vary.
* Conducted only one user interview, so facts are one-sided. Usually 5 interviews is norm for a solid understanding.
** Guestimating
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Problem
1) Foreman/Users in construction have basic PC skills and average mobile skills. Driving crew primary, so
in PC once a day.
2) DSI mobile apps current look-n-feel is minimal in style, plus is functional base and not user base.
3) There is a lot of customizing on the back-end, though not on the frontend. Therefore, we are not communicating visually and in use that our apps are built with the user/client in mind.
Concept Solutions
1) Explore images and use that fit the current look-n-feel of mobile apps.
2) Explore contemporary UX for the frontend that will convey the app’s sophistication on the backend.
3) Provide ways for users to identify and connect with the application, so it is seamless to their and the
company’s objectives.
Business Objectives
1) Integrate product development’s insights, solution engineering presentations, user interviews, benchmarks,
and user experience practices to provide a useful app for the construction industry.
2) Use current mobile app scripts and capabilities as a basis.
3) Project what HTML 5 could do for our mobile apps.
UX Design Objectives
1) Basic-average users need big buttons, shallow flows, visual indicators, basic functionality and a comprehensive help section.
2) Create a sophisticated design that conveys a robust backend.
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Functionality - Is this too much for a basic user and new app?
Job Mgmt.
Assign Tasks
View/Update Job Site ID
View/Update Project and Job Status
View/Enter Time Against Cost Accounts
Create Notes on the Project
Time Reporting
Assign Employee Hours
Create Crews or User Groups
Assign Hours by Employee or Crew
View Time Card
*Employee Self Clock In
*Approve Time Card(s)
*Scheduling
*OT Approval
Asset Mgmt.
View Equipment Location/Status
Reserve & Transfer Equipment
Charge Equipment Cost to Project/Job
Track Equipment Usage
*Update Equipment Records
*Preventive Maintenance Scheduling
*Down Time Tracking
*Opportunity Cost Calculation
Inventory Mgmt.
View Warehouse Inventory
Monitor Job Site Inventory Levels

Transfer Items
Charge & Receive Materials
Inventory Reconciliation
Lot & Serial Number Tracking
Service Order Mgmt.
Create Service Order
Request Service
Check Service Order Status
View Service Order History
Record Meter Readings
Complete Service Order
View & Add Photos/Geocode/Attachments
Approvals
PO Requisition, Approval & Receipt
Service Order Inquiry & Approval
*Invoice Approval
*Change Order Approval
*PTO Approval
*Employee Expense Approval
KPIs
Start Date – Planned/Actual
Hours – Planned/Actual
Material Cost – Planned/Actual
Completion % : Project, Job, Cost Code
*Asset Utilization %
* next version functionality
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Benchmarks - Enterprise: Syclo, MobileFrame
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Benchmarks - Construction: Accubuild, ACS
“AccuBuild Construction Mobile Software, increases the
speed of Daily Field Reporting
requirements, reducing Payroll
preparation times by up to 90%
and more ... “

ACH Mobile Software, does
individual employee and group
tracking, plus daily logs.

PC software does equipment
tracking and compares employee
hours against equipment hours.
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Benchmarks - Construction: Procore
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Benchmarks - Consumer: SouthWest & PageOnce
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Concept 1: Current Look-n-Feel
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Design Notes:
- All Screens: Concept and visuals are rough since this is an exploration.
- All: Substituted ‘Actions’ button for ‘Settings Icon’. Settings displays help, profile, contact, about, specs and logout.
- All: Help accessible throughout for basic users. Ideal if searchable help or at least general app info. Also, screen specific help.
- 1st Screen: Used terminology common to the industry (equipment vs. asset,...
1: Menu defaults to the common alpha order.
- 2: Crew check-in page provides shortcut to what is likely the most important and common action.
- 2: Screen compact so example gives sense of flow.
2: Table is a crew timecard, if member is sick, they can be deselected.
- 2: Arrows on drop-ups indicate they go up.
2: Selection fields default to the last selected value.
- 2-3: Basic-average users need more orientation, thus, home icon and term (vs. main menu), provided on every screen.
- 3: Benchmarks provide project mid & end points. User can click to see further details.
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Concept 2: Color Coding & Login Exploration
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Design Notes:
- See p12 regarding industry and client branding.
- All: Give a softer edge with curved corners and gradients. Being less mechanical and more organic, softer, friendlier.
- 1: Put ‘User Name’ etc. as a lt. gray within the field. When user types, color is in darker gray. Saves space and user eye movement.
- 1: Explore simplifying login w/ facial ID, pin, single sign-on and ‘Remember me’. These increase accessibility and productivity.
- 2-3: Use color coding throughout app to stimulate appeal, also gives quick reference on what button to press and section user is in.
- 3: Once past home of app, forego branding to create greater workspace.
- 3. Screen titles, table headers and alternating rows, should be a different color then text for quicker recognition.
- 3: In tables, order by alpha and not numbers for quicker finds.
- 3: Bottom navigation is common, a common look eases users comfort level.
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Concept 3: HTML 5
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Design Notes:
- See p12 regarding industry and client branding.
- All: A help section that searches the entire app, so if user uncertain of flow, can search w/out sporadically pressing buttons.
- 2: Button shapes give bigger targets, allowing certainty when press, thus faster operation. Also ideal for big-hand and glove users.
- 2: Button design allows additional info, example last transaction display and alerts that are color coded to severity.
- 2: Industry terminology used: time cards vs. time reporting, equipment vs. assets, material vs. inventory, daily reports vs. notes.
- 2: Approvals moved to Job Mgt.
3: Utilizes tabs, allowing another layer of organization and easier access.
- 3: Table has alternating images, thus greater distinction of rows, greater row height for easier control pressing, text color variation
- 3: Bottom buttons offer shortcuts to get screen specific tasks done faster.
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Concept Branding - Industry & Family
an example
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Design Notes:
- A custom frontend conveys a custom backend. Especially if the frontend displays the client’s logo.
- T7& is a technical name, DataConstruct is an example of a tech and industry brand. Conveys tech tailored to industry.
- A family brand creates a stronger line of product IDs that the user can relate to. Conveys a well thought out plan.
- Using industry imagery, terminology, flow and experiences assures competitiveness with apps by industry software companies.
- Using a logo with an organic element gives softness to a tech company. People relate to softness better then to hardness.
- PC screen image is app from a KC company that customizes look by color, client logo and app logo of ‘Agent Branding Center”
- On tri-level screens and beyond, branding disappears to allow for more navigation features.
7 icon is generic.
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Talking Points
Your Thoughts ............
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